
0-no evidence
1-history behavior that place them at risk of harm
2-engages in behavior that place them in physical harm
3-engages in behavior that places them at immediate risk of death

Includes reckless & dangerous behaviors that , while not intended
to harm others or self, place the child or others at some jeopardy.

Self Harm#63-Other

Includes actual, threatened, or imagined violence.
0-no history or evidence
1-history of aggression, but not in past 30 days
2-occasional or moderate aggression within past 30 days
3-frequent or dangerous level of aggression

#64-Danger to Others

0-no evidence

3-severe problem (i.e., rape or sexual abuse of another person)

Includes both aggressive sexual behavior or sexual behavior in which the child or

2-moderate problem (i.e., frequent inappropriate sexual behavior, disrobing, and/or
inappropriate touching

adolescent takes advantage of younger or less powerful child through seduction,
coercion. or force.

1-mild problem (i.e., occasional inappropriate sexually aggressive/harassing language
or behavior)

#65-Sexual Aggression

Includes repetitive, physically harmful behavior that generally serves
as a self-soothing function to the child. Ex. include, but not limited to:
cutting, burning, face slapping, head banging
0-no evidence
1-history, but not in past 30 days
2-self-mutilation, but did not require medical attention
3-self-mutilation that required medical attention

#62-Self Mutilation

Describes both suicidal & significant self-injurious behavior.
evidence/history

but not past 30 days
0-no
1-history
2-last 30 days, but not today
3-current/past 24 hours

#61-Suicide Risk



The child’s decision-making processes & awareness of consequences.
0-no evidence
1-history of problems with judgement
2-child makes decisions

at moderate risk
3-child makes decisions significant imminent
harm

and place
them

that are in some way harmful

that place them at

#68-Judgement

0-no evidence or history
1-history of fire setting, but not within past 6 months

3-acute fire setting/set fire that endangered lives

Intentional setting of fires that may be dangerous to the child or
others.

2-fire setting within the past 6 month, but did not endanger lives
OR repeated fire setting over the past 2 years

#69-Fire Setting

0-no evidence

Intentional obnoxious social behavior that a child engages in to intentionally
force adults to sanction them.

2-intentionally getting in trouble and the results are causing problems in the
child’s life

1-comments or behavior in social settings aimed at getting a negative response

3-frequent seriously inappropriate behavior that cause harm to others and place
child at risk of significant sanctions

#70-Social Behavior

1-history, but not in past 30 days

Includes both criminal behavior and status offenses that result from the
child failing to follow required behavior standards
0-no evidence or history

2-moderate level in past 30 days (i.e., vandalism, shoplifting)
3-serious level in past 30 days (i.e., car theft, residential burglary, gang
involvement)

#67-Delinquency

0-no history

2-gone on run once within past year

1-no recent history (not in past year), but has expressed ideation about
runaway.

3-has gone on run with the last 7 days or runaway 2x or more in past 30
days

In general, to classify as a runaway or elopement, the child is gone overnight
or very late into the night.

#66-Runaway

0-no evidence
1-history of or occasional inappropriate sexual language or behavior.

3-exhibits sexual behavior that places them or others at immediate risk

Age-inappropriate sexualized behavior that place the child at risk of
victimization or risky sexual practices

2-frequent sexually proactive behaviors or have unprotected sex with
multiple partners

#71-Sexually Reactive Behaviors


